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Abstract
Recent studies reveal that a subgroup of
children with SLI display difficulties in early
arithmetic skills which are often persisting several
school years. This paper argues that these children
are in need for qualitatively enriched interactions
with their teachers in order to successfully partake
in mathematical conversations. We hereby built on
the assumption that especially teacher-student
interactions are promoting mathematical learning.
By asking questions and setting specific impulses
teachers are able to provide the required
interactional scaffolding. Furthermore, in adapting
their interactive behavior closely to the students’
abilities they enable them to participate in
mathematics instruction. At TU Dortmund
University we launched a research project with the
goal to investigate interactions between children
with SLI and their mathematics teachers to obtain
insights into how these children learn to
successfully take part in interactions and hereby
develop their mathematical knowledge. This paper
first outlines the rationale for our approach and
describes the first step for empirical investigation,
namely the development of the coding system to
conduct a content analysis of scaffolding behavior
in teacher-student interactions. The code system is
guided by a combined deductive-inductive
approach. The inductive strand builds on
videotaped interactions between mathematics
teachers and children with SLI within primary
education.

1. Introduction
Children with specific language impairment
(SLI) not only suffer from language barriers but
also experience consequences in their mathematical
learning as recent studies demonstrate [1].
Specifically, children with SLI often show lower
proficiencies in various arithmetic skill areas
compared to their age matched peers, for example
in verbal counting, number words and the correct
number word sequence, rote retrieval of memorized
basic fact families (i.e., 5+2=7), written
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calculations, advanced strategies use, and a
prolonged use of counting strategies [1]. With the
term mathematical skills we specifically understand
arithmetic skills.
Based on longitudinal observations by Fazio it
is evident that difficulties in arithmetic skills do not
emerge in higher grades but are already rooted in
preschool age [2]. Deficits in basic number skills
even gradually proceed over school years.
In addition to the association of severity in SLI
and mathematical skills studies also reveal that
higher language abilities are closely associated with
the evolvement of mathematical skills [3].
Since mathematic deficits of children with SLI
accumulate over school years language impairment
poses as key developmental inhibitor for the
acquisition of first, basic mathematical skills, and
further as an ongoing barrier for more complex
developmental milestones.
Such close association between mathematical
learning and language abilities becomes more
obvious as all mathematical education requires
social interactions in the classroom which are in
turn mainly language based. However, to date
mathematics didactics have not yet been
specifically adapted for children with SLI. Our
goal is to bridge this gap with a combined
deductive- inductive strategy to obtain insight into
structures and mechanisms of teachers’ scaffolding
techniques.
Our deductive approach is guided by knowledge
from two rather unrelated disciplines: Speechlanguage pathology and mathematics education.
First, specific challenges in acquiring basic
arithmetic competencies for children with SLI need
to be identified. Second, demands of mathematic
didactics need to be addressed. In combining these
theoretical strands we propose an enriched
linguistic approach exemplifying scaffolding
techniques to specifically support the acquisition of
mathematical concepts.
Two ways to illuminate the challenges of
mathematical learning are brought into account:
First, difficulties shown particularly in children
with language impairments and second, verbal
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demands brought along with mathematical learning.
We start with a brief research summary of available
evidence on mathematical learning in children with
SLI and then elaborate on our perspective on the
connection between mathematical learning and
interactive skills. Finally, we conclude with a short
description of our inductively generated coding
system that will be used for an elaborate content
analysis of scaffolding behavior in teacher-student
interactions.

2. Challenges of mathematical learning
for children with SLI
The International Classification of Diseases
(ICD 10, F. 80) defines specific developmental
disorders of speech and language as “Disorders in
which normal patterns of language acquisition are
disturbed from the early stages of development. The
conditions are not directly attributable to
neurological or speech mechanism abnormalities,
sensory impairments, mental retardation, or
environmental factors. Specific developmental
disorders of speech and language are often followed
by associated problems, such as difficulties in
reading and spelling (…)” [4]. Note that this
definition does not mention mathematics although
recent studies demonstrate the association of SLI
with deficits in mathematical learning in many
children [2] [3].
It is yet not fully understood why some children
with SLI do suffer from mathematical difficulties
and others do not. Possibly, only a subgroup of
children with SLI is affected [5]. We therefore
propose a 2-by-2 grid that combines arithmetical
and linguistic learning to exhibit the four possible
subgroups of children either displaying rather poor
or rather advanced arithmetic skills and rather poor
or rather advanced linguistic skills:
1. One group with difficulties in linguistic
learning (e.g., children with SLI) and ordinary
arithmetic skills,
2. a second group with difficulties in linguistic
learning (SLI) and difficulties in arithmetic skills
3. a third group with ordinary language
development and ordinary arithmetic skills (not
further mentioned in this article)
4. a fourth group with ordinary language
development and difficulties in arithmetic learning.
Table 1. Subgroups of children depending
on their arithmetical and linguistic skills
Difficulties in
language
development,
e.g. SLI
Typical
arithmetic
skills

Children with
SLI and typical
arithmetic skills
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Typical language
development

Children with
typical language
development and
typical arithmetic
skills Children with

typical language
development and
typical arithmetic
skills
Difficulties
in
arithmetic
skills

Children with
SLI and
difficulties in
arithmetic skills

Children with
typical language
development and
difficulties in
arithemtic skills

In the following we focus on the two subgroups
of children with SLI. Especially the subgroup of
children with combined linguistic and arithmetic
deficits poses a tremendous challenge for
mathematic education as every teaching is language
based. In order to better understand the complex
interdependencies of the two domains we will
elaborate the theoretical explanations discussed in
the literature.

2.1. Determinants for arithmetic skills
A longitudinal study of Durkin et al. indicates
that severity in SLI is closely related to
mathematical deficits [3]. The authors demonstrated
that those children with SLI who progressed less in
their language compared to their peers within one
school year also advanced less in their
mathematical skills. At the same token, children
with SLI who substantially progressed in language
demonstrated better mathematical skills. Taken
together, mathematical deficits of some children
with SLI emerge in early school years and
accumulate with time. In these cases the language
impairment might be considered a causal barrier for
the acquisition of first, basic arithmetic skills and
later, more complex arithmetic skills.
However, language competencies are clearly
not the only possible influence on arithmetic
learning as some children without language barriers
suffer from arithmetic deficits. Also, some children
with SLI demonstrate adequate arithmetic skills. In
accordance with the literature Ritterfeld et al.
conclude that at least two factors influence
arithmetic learning: linguistic competencies and the
capacity of the working memory, especially the
phonological loop [6].

2.2. Linguistic skills as determinants for
arithmetic skills
Based on her acquisition model of early basic
arithmetic skills Krajewski does not consider
linguistic competences necessary at all stages of
acquisition [7]. The influence of linguistic
competencies is supposed to vary throughout the
acquisition process. While early perception of
quantities is inherently visual and infants can
identify them long before their acquisition of the
first words, the precise concept of quantities, the
acquisition of cardinal number sense as well as the
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description of differences between quantities by
using number words seems to be closely linked to
language. In the latter case it is required to use
linguistic knowledge about number words for
representation of quantities in memory and for the
description of manipulated quantities with concrete
numbers.
In principal language could influence
mathematical learning in two different ways: First,
language might provide the precondition for the
development of number concepts because it
contributes to a symbolic cognition which in turn is
necessary for the development of number concept
[8]. The second possible direction of influence is
indirect. One can argue that language is not
causatively responsible for the construction of
knowledge about quantities but can facilitate the
construction of the precise quantity concept [9].

2.2. Phonological information processing as
determinant for arithmetic skills
As illustrated in Table 1 we can identify two
subgroups of children with SLI, one with deficits in
arithmetical learning one without such deficits. .
Both subgroups nurture the assumption that
linguistic deficits cannot sufficiently explain
arithmetical deficits. Consequently, other factors
than language constrain mathematics learning that
need to be considered to fully understand the
difficulties of children with SLI in arithmetic
learning.
Various studies reveal that working memory
and precursor skills are the most relevant factors for
arithmetic development [10]. Especially the
phonological loop as part of the working memory
seems to be of high relevance for the acquisition of
early arithmetic skills [11].
Children with SLI suffer from a constraint in the
capacity of the phonological loop [12]. This
constraint not only poses a barrier for language
learning but most likely also for mathematical
learning. Röhm et al. recently provided evidence
that the effect of language on arithmetic skills is
mediated through the capacity of the phonological
loop [13]. The authors also confirm the direct
influence of the phonological loop on arithmetic
skills. Ritterfeld et al. proposed the so called third
factor hypothesis in accounting for the effect of
working memory - especially the phonological loop
- in the interplay of linguistic and mathematic skills
[6].
Having a closer look on the specific symptoms
children with SLI display in mathematics, it
becomes obvious that they have difficulties in the
acquisition of number words, the rote retrieval of
memorized basic facts like simple calculations, and
the use of advanced calculation strategies [2]. We
argue that these findings may be explained with
regard to the phonological information process as a
whole. While the working memory plays an
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essential part in this process, it is not sufficient to
merely consider the phonological loop. The
following components must be taken into account
as well: the phonological awareness that
particularly influences the early number word
acquisition, the phonological loop, and the retrieval
process from long term memory [10] [14]. Children
with SLI are known to have deficits in all three
components of the phonological information
processing [16].
The theoretical relation between these three
components (phonological input processing, storing
and output generation) may be deduced from the
information processing procedure during solving an
arithmetical problem like counting. For example, to
count three elements a child hears number words
spoken by another person while counting. S/he has
to parse the phonological structure of the number
words, keep it in the phonological loop, and
compare it with versions of the used number words
already stored in his/her long term memory. Long
term storage does not only entail knowledge of the
word form but does also include semantic
information, in the example given representations
about concepts of quantities. As children with SLI
exhibit deficits in their phonological awareness
abilities and a lower capacity of the phonological
loop compared to typically developed peers
difficulties in learning the number words sequence
may be the result [15].
According to Stackhouse and Wells, a child
needs to retrieve the word form from his/her long
term memory simultaneously to activating his/her
semantic representation when s/he wants to speak a
number word [16]. As children with SLI suffer
from difficulties in retrieval of word forms they
might not be able to access a number word although
they may have stored them and even their sequence
[15].
To better understand the relation between
storing, i.e. the ability to keep information in mind
for a short time, and processing, i.e. analyzing
language to generate linguistic representations, we
refer to a functional model of working memory
proposed by Montgomery [12]. The model
emphasizes the trade-off between storing and
processing information when solving a challenging
task that overexerts the available resources.

3. Perspective on mathematics learning
Even in the didactic of mathematics it gains
more and more acceptance that mathematical
learning could never be achieved without
application of language [17]. Consequently, some
authors propose that language learning is inherent
in mathematical education and therefore language
concepts should be included in any mathematics
instruction. However, to date these concepts have
been focusing on second language learners
exclusively. Considering working memory and
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phonological information processing as mentioned
above has not yet been elaborated for the special
needs of children with SLI.
Steinbring and Nührenbörger conceptualize
mathematical learning within the framework of
enculturation [17]. Culture of mathematical
education is hereby conceptualized as a process in
which mathematical meanings are negotiated via
communication. The authors implicitly refer to two
linguistic levels: With the construction of meaning
they refer to a semantic level and with the
communicative element on the pragmatic resp. the
discourse level. Both of these levels could function
as a barrier for mathematical learning of children
with SLI. Hence it is worthwhile to have a closer
look on each of them.

3.1. Particularity of mathematical terms
(semantic level)
As all acquisition arithmetic learning is
understood as an active, constructional process of
the learner. That means that in the examination of
an arithmetical problem or structure the learner
constitutes his own meaning of the problem. For
example, while learning to count a child has to find
out that number words like “three” are not a feature
of the counted item but an attributed element.
Anything that is countable could be named “three”.
We reason that mathematical terms are different
from everyday words in not representing objects
but being signs from the very beginning of being
introduced. In addition, to representing (verbal and
written) signs mathematical terms also mediate to
the context in which they are used. This referential
context consists of a particular problem or task, like
wanting to know who has won the most coins in a
play or calculating 3+5. Mathematical terms are
represented by the signs belonging to them like the
number word three. The signs have both, a semiotic
function because they signify something, and an
epistemological function, because the way of
making use of them is a manifestation of the user´s
construction of knowledge. The number three is not
identical to the objects but defined by its position in
the number word sequence and the relation to other
numbers and quantities. Mathematical knowledge
therefore refers to abstract relations, structures, and
pattern [18].
Taken together, there are three entities that
constitute the mathematical term: the referential
context, the signs, and the mathematical term itself.
Steinbring illustrated them with the so called
epistemological triangle [18].
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Figure 1. Epistemological triangle [in
adaptation of Steinbring, 18]

3.2. Mathematical learning in social
interactions (pragmatic/discourse level)
Any attempt to solve a new substantially
arithmetic problem is embedded in social
interactions. For example, children only learn to
count because they experience other people
counting and hereby explore the social sense of
counting, i.e. identifying quantity. Social
interactions are considered an access to the child´s
thoughts and his/her conceptual knowledge [17]
[18]. Verbal interactions require linguistic skills in
order to negotiate meaning, to extend and
reconstruct knowledge. Language does not only
reflect acquired but influences the construction of
new knowledge and also channels further learning.
Consequently, the teachers’ interactive support is of
utmost importance in a child’s acquisition of
knowledge [19]. For mathematical skills a teacher
can apply different strategies to support a student:
By setting impulses a teacher prompts the student to
consider aspects of the mathematical discourse that
s/he would not have recognized on his/her own. For
example the teacher asks the student to describe
his/her method of problem solving after having
given a correct answer. The student is hereby
prompted to further reflect on his or her chosen
solution.
The mathematical discourse develops in the
dialogue of teacher and student. Mathematical
knowledge is hereby co-constructed. Apart from
that negotiation processes about the individual
constructions of meanings of specific signs and
symbols take place. That implies which conceptual
knowledge is available for each of the participants
of the interaction.The pragmatic impulses of the
teacher are the control mechanism by which this coconstruction
enables
advancement
and
reorganization of knowledge [19].
Hence, a teachers´ interactive support has two
main functions: first, to secure a successful
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interaction process and second, to utilize this
interaction process for mathematics education. As a
consequence, teacher-student interactions may be
considered the motor of acquisition processes
extending the mathematical knowledge.
Taking this interactive perspective alters our
view of the process of mathematical learning: Such
processes become even apparent in the increasingly
competent participation of a student in class
interactions and in the co-construction of the
interactive structure between teacher and pupil.
Mathematical learning can (only) take place when
the interaction process is successful [20].
With respect to the content of what a student has
to learn in order to successfully take part in
mathematical conversations, we propose that not
only mathematical knowledge is essential. In
addition to the acquired knowledge interactive and
linguistic skills are required to successfully take
part in the mathematical discourse relevant to
develop the desired arithmetic skills.
We conclude that children with SLI are
confronted with at least three barriers while
learning arithmetics: pronounced difficulties in (1)
the acquisition of linguistic skills, (2) phonological
information processing and (3) in interactive resp.
discourse capabilities [21].
In general, developmental barriers may result
from external or internal factors. While internal
mechanisms of acquisition cannot be influenced
directly, the teachers’ interactive support may make
a difference. These interactions provide the context
in which the student activates constructs or extends
his/her mental representations of the mathematical
problem. As this context follows an intentional
didactic chosen and established by the teacher it
provides specific demands and stimulations for the
student. Ideally, they are based upon a teacher’s
observation of the student’s abilities. With this line
of argumentation we pledge for a didactical
approach in which access to the learning child is
established through appropriate interactions. Such
interactions may be considered medium bridge
between the inner world of the child and the
external world of social and subject-specific
requirements in school based learning [19].

4. Identifying
scaffolding

successful

interactive

Given that interactions are proposed as the
pathway to help children with SLI learn arithmetics
we established an empirical framework in order to
identify successful interactive strategies. A first
step of this approach makes use of teachers’
experiences in the class room. We hereby attempt
to identify teacher’ strategies in interaction with
those children who display language barriers that
work.
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5. Development of coding system
5.1. Proposed methodology
Teachers’ use of interactive scaffolding within
the context of mathematics education should be
observed and analyzed. Analysis of video captured
material should make use of a coding system that
allows for identification of theory deducted
scaffolding techniques as well as for inductive
exploration. For the latter interactions between
special education teachers trained in language
impairment as well as mathematics education and
their students were exploited. As some strategies
and mechanisms used in interactions might be
intuitive and unconscious to the teachers we
concluded that they are not accessible upon
reflections. Thus, observation was given priority
over interviewing.

5.2. Deductive approach
Deduced form the theoretical insights
introduced above we attempt to identify teacher’s
behavior with respect to three dimensions:
- Dimension of the linguistic-interactive
requirements and their supportive function
- Didactic dimension, i.e. the referential
context
- Dimension of mathematical knowledge
resp. acquisition.
The relevance of the linguistic-interactive
dimension is seen in its key part in arithmetic
development. To assess the usage and adaption of
impulses to the specific need of individual students
we developed codes that consider the level of
complexity that is inherent in any impulse or
question. One code allows for the frame of
reference the verbal impulse is connected with.
That means that we observe if the verbal impulse
refers to a real object resp. material or if the verbal
impulse refers to thoughts and reflections [23]. A
further code considers the scope that is opened up
for the student to unfold his/ her own ideas and
thoughts by a specific impulse. We distinguish
between direct and indirect impulses [24]. Direct
impulses are more supportive because they
constrain the variety of options to answer and
therefore effect as intensive guidance of the student.
Indirect impulses in contrast function as a thinking
aid, which means that they open up a wider scope
of action and offer less support by delivering fewer
contents.
Additionally we set the interactive function of
an impulse, question or request to find out to what
extend the individual impulse contribute to the
process of interaction and simultaneously to the
solution of the mathematical problem.
The didactic dimension is of relevance because
depending on the task format the interactive
structure may vary. The task format provides an
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insight into the didactic situation in which the
interaction is embedded and hereby indicates which
communicative function is expected. Closed
formats are rather directive and entail a fixed
solution. The task should be solved by the
collectively compiled procedure of solution. The
function of the interaction lies here in the
recapitalization of prior acquired knowledge. Open
formats do not determine the solution pathway.
They may be chosen from collectively compiled or
self-generated procedures of solutions. Teacherstudent interactions are functional to introduce or
prompt possible solution pathways.
Finally, the mathematical dimension emphasizes
the acquisition level of the focused arithmetic
content. We are hereby building on the acquisition
models proposed by Krajewski and Fritz and
Ricken [7] [22]. With the analysis we aim to
capture the aspiration level of the interactions.
Supposedly, cognitive capacity of a child is already
limited if the mathematical content itself is
cognitively demanding. In this case capacity would
no longer be sufficient for an elaborative and
independent construction of the interaction.
Consequently, we expect that students need less
advanced impulse to successfully take part in
interactions.
For analyzing these dimensions we distinguish
three different units of analysis. To analyze
arithmetic vocabulary, the benchmark to which a
question or request refers or the level of
requirement of an impulse every single utterance is
focused. But to investigate the interactional
function or the level of requirements of teachers´
impulses a single utterance is not sufficient so that
adjacent utterances or turns must be considered as
well. For example to interpret the interactional
function of an utterance as affirmation it is
necessary to regard what is said before and what is
the reaction of the partner in interaction. The level
of requirements of an impulse is defined by the
inherent requirement of the impulse and additional
application of materials or gestures.
The whole interactive episode is the focused
unit of analysis when the discourse function of an
impulse is to be assessed. Discourses and
conversations in schools basically contain a certain
structure that can be described by different jobs
teachers and students have to fulfill in order to
constitute a complete conversation structure. These
jobs are not identical to single utterances or turns,
but can be created by varied utterance or turns of
one or more participants. So they are utterancespanning. One job for example is the explanation
for the solution. So if the student does not deliver
him-/herself this explanation the teacher has to ask
for it. So by asking the teacher contributes to the
fulfillment of this job. The student may deliver an
incomplete answer, so he/she takes part in the
fulfillment of the job, but not sufficiently, so that
the teacher has to ask again and so on. So the
different turns of the teacher and the student are
Copyright © 2015, Infonomics Society

like pieces in the puzzle that in sum complete the
job. Which jobs are processed can only be deduced
by the complete interactive episode.

5.3. Inductive approach
5.3.1. Data collection Five special education
schools for children with language disorders in the
state of Northrhine-Westfalia, Germany, were
asked to take part in the project - three of them
agreed. In each school one teacher of a first grade
class participated in the study. Different
interactional situations should be observed:
situations in which the conversation is established
between the teacher and the whole class and a
second one in which the teacher involves particular
students in a mathematical conversation. For the
latter case in each class three pupils were chosen
who represented prototypical examples for
language barriers within this school type: one child
with SLI, one child with non-specific language
impairment and learning disabilities (LI), and one
bilingual child with non-specific language
impairment but no learning disabilities (BIL).
Classroom interactions during mathematic
lessons within a period of seven weeks were fully
videotaped. A total of 53 math lessons were
assembled. Selected units for analyses contained all
interactions of the teacher with the three chosen
children either in face-to-face or in group
interactions.
5.3.2. Data preparation In order to select suitable
parts of the video data for analysis we distinguished
two phases in the mathematical lessons
characterized by the interactional situation: (1) the
teacher’s introduction to a specific task or problem
while addressing the whole class (elaboration
phase). (2) A teacher approaching a single child
individually to help him/her work on his or her own
task (working phase). Every videotaped lesson was
segmented into these two phases as selection unit.
For unit of analyses each phase was then segmented
into interaction episodes. Interaction episodes were
defined as revolving around one singular theme,
centering around one specific task, and using one
set of material only. A new episode begins if either
the task or the material was changed, a new
question was asked by the teacher or the teacher
was summarizing.
Selected episodes were subsequently analyzed
with the following three epistemic questions: 1)
Which kind of impulses does a teacher use to
involve a child with SLI compared to a child with
non-specific language impairment and learning
disabilities (LI)? 2) In which way are illustrations
and materials used in the interactions with a child
with SLI? 3) How does a teacher reach consent
with the child in the construction of meaning of a
mathematical concept?
Specifically, we were looking at verbal
scaffolding, gestures, usage of illustrations and
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kind of gestures,

supporting
materials,
and
responses
to
misunderstandings in the interactions.
All material was exported into ELAN and coded
by a total of three coders each addressing one of the
above questions. Each coder was prompted

level of cognitive
abstraction
addressed by
the material,
key words used
from a stated
mathematical
vocabulary,

5.3.3. Inductively generated codes For generating
codes from the empirical material we focused on
the three dimensions introduced above:
-

-

-

interactive dimension to assess the use of
impulse in adaptation to the specific needs
of individual students
dimension of mathematical knowledge to
assess the negotiation of meanings and the
way of reaching consent
didactic dimension to assess the usage of
materials and illustrations

With the linguistic dimension we consider the
requirements inherent in the teachers´ interactive
impulses or questions. By using materials, real
objects or gestures the level of interactive
requirement could be modified. The use of these
different semiotic systems could facilitate verbal
comprehension, because the meaning could be
derived by language and additionally by further
semiotic systems. Furthermore the use of additional
semiotic systems could extend the meaning of a
mathematical problem that is verbally introduced.
So we ascertain for each impulse or question the
individual level of requirement.
With regard to the dimension of mathematical
knowledge we developed a code to assess the
construction of meaning. We assess adjacent
utterances of teacher and student that either contain
a collective consent or a dissent. Basis for this code
is, if teacher and student seem to focus on the same
arithmetical concept. Indicators for dissent are
different use of symbols or arithmetical terms, false
results
and
unresolved
problems
or
misunderstandings.
The usage of materials and illustrations is
categorized in the use of real objects, illustrations
and graphics and symbols or signs. To observe the
use of these three types of material in interaction
with children with different needs different levels
of requirements combined with that material are
acquired.
Table 2. Dimensions of coding categories
Unit of
analysis

utterance/turn

Dimension of
linguisticinteractive
requirements

didactic
dimensi
on

Frame of
reference for
verbal impulses
(real object vs.
thoughts or
reflections),
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Dimension
of
mathemati
cal
knowledge/
acquisition

across
turns

level of
interactive
requirements of
impulses,
interactive
function of
impulses,
combination of
semiotic systems

interactive
episode

jobs of
discourse/
conversation
structure,

didactic
function
of
impulse,
level of
requirem
ents
inherent
in
material,

kind of
tasks,

level of
mathematical
acquisition
required to
solve or
elaborate
the
mathematical problem,
construction
of meaning

Table 2 summarizes the coding dimensions by
three
distinguishable
unit
of
analyses
(utterance/turn/interactive episode) in order to
identify patterns of interactive scaffolding in the
teachers impulses.

6. Conclusions
The presented approach was successful in
delivering a systematic code book for data analyses
of teacher-child interactions with an emphasis on
scaffolding strategies in primary mathematics
education with language impaired children. The
emphasis of the coding system lies on the
interconnection between interactive structure and
mathematical learning. The coding system will be
applied to the available data base of 53 hours video
material. Analysis will allow for identification of
specific interactive scaffolding strategies for
children with SLI as well as more general strategies
exemplified to all children with learning barriers.
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